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What it s like to explore Mars from Earth: How the Mars rovers provide scientists with a virtual
experience of being on Mars.Geologists in the field climb hills and hang onto craggy outcrops; they
put their fingers in sand and scratch, smell, and even taste rocks. Beginning in 2004, however, a
team of geologists and other planetary scientists did field science in a dark room in Pasadena,
exploring Mars from NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) by means of the remotely operated
Mars Exploration Rovers (MER). Clustered around monitors, living on Mars time, painstakingly
plotting each movement of the rovers and their tools, sensors, and cameras, these scientists
reported that they felt as if they were on Mars themselves, doing field science. The MER created a
virtual experience of being on Mars. In this book, William Clancey examines how the MER has
changed the nature of planetary field science.Drawing on his extensive observations of scientists in
the field and at the JPL, Clancey investigates how the design of the rover mission enables field
science on Mars, explaining how the scientists and rover engineers manipulate the...
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An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Pa ula  Gutkowski-- Pa ula  Gutkowski

This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. It is definitely simplistic but excitement from the 50 % of your book. You wont sense monotony at at any time
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .
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